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Hobbywing QuicRun Fusion SE 1800kV

Aesthetically attractive.
The  Fusion  SE  is  the  result  of  passion  and  commitment  to  excellence  in  remote  control  car  design.  Every  detail  has  been  carefully
considered to achieve a harmonious and modern vehicle silhouette. It is not only functionality that matters, but also aesthetics, which is
why this model stands out from other vehicles. Sleek lines, aggressive LED headlights and sleek exterior details attract eyes both on and
off the road.
 
FOC (Field-Oriented Control) - with a proven design heritage
FOC technology is revolutionizing the RC environment with superior efficiency and unparalleled performance. Combined with its design
heritage, the Fusion SE gains not only unparalleled performance, but also reliability and durability. Long driving time while protecting the
electronic system from overheating are advantages that both beginners and advanced racers are sure to appreciate.
 
Intelligent torque control
The Intelligent Torque Control system is a feature that sets the Fusion SE apart from the competition. Thanks to an advanced algorithm,
the vehicle can adjust the engine's operation to different off-road conditions. As a result, the driver enjoys excellent control during steep
hill climbs and controlled descents. Torque automatically adjusts to complex trails and ground, allowing for a smooth and precise ride.
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Excellent control on hills
Driving on variable and challenging terrain places high demands on a remotely operated vehicle. That's why the Fusion SE is equipped
with an advanced brake force control system. This gives racers full control over the vehicle's behavior on hills and descents. The ability
to fine-tune braking allows you to smoothly tackle challenging trails and push the limits of your skills behind the wheel.
 
Durability for operation and weather protection
The designers of the Fusion SE have ensured the vehicle's robust construction, using the highest quality materials and components. As a
result, the model is able to withstand even the most demanding conditions of use. Whether rallying in dust and mud or in the rain, the
vehicle maintains its  performance and reliability.  The certified IP67 protection level  ensures that the Fusion SE is  waterproof,  allowing
you to have fun in any conditions, while protecting the electronics from dirt and damage." This is a vehicle you can rely on for long and
intense rally sessions, enjoying the ride and the challenges of the terrain.
 
	Diameter.
	36 mm
	Length
	58.1 mm
	Weight	
	201 g
	Shaft diameter
	3.175 mm
	Revolutions per minute/V
	1800 
	Application
	Car, boat
	Type
	AC
	Direct current
	40 A
	Max. peak current
	160 A
	Li-Po
	2 - 3
	BEC voltage	
	6 - 7.4 V
	BEC current (max.)
	4 A
	Control	
	Bidirectional
	Programmable	
	Yes

Price:

€ 105.01

RC models, Cars, Brushless, Models, Electric motors, Scale 1:10
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